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The Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences Prize
awarded to Erin Spike
Recognising best performance in the Bachelor of Arts
The School of the Arts and Media Prize
awarded to Paris Bosch
Recognising best performance in the
Bachelor of Media (Public Relations and Advertising)

The School of the Arts and Media Prize
awarded to Jelena Sinik
Recognising best performance in the
Bachelor of Media (Screen and Sound)

The School of the Arts and Media Prize
awarded to Laura Hedge
Recognising best performance in the
Bachelor of Media (Communication and Journalism)

The School of the Arts and Media Prize
awarded to Kathryn Chin
Recognising best performance in the
Bachelor of Media (Media Production)

The Julian and June Russell Prize
awarded to Terrence Harris
Recognising best performance in the Bachelor of Music
Supported by Mrs Jane Russell

The Kookaburra Prize
awarded to Rianna Tatana
Recognising best performance by an Indigenous student
in the School of the Arts and Media
Supported by Ms Victoria Taylor

The School of the Arts and Media Prize
awarded to Emme Hoy
Recognising best performance in Creative Writing
The Stephanie and James Donald Prize
awarded to Albert Myaing
Recognising best performance in Film Studies
Supported by Professor James Donald and
Professor Stephanie Hemelryk Donald

The Cate Blanchett Prize
awarded to Mitchell Whitehead
Recognising best performance in Theatre and
Performance Studies

The Marie Robertson Prize
awarded to Kathleen Cooper
Recognising best performance in Dance Studies
Supported by Ms Marie Robertson

The Marie Robertson Prize
awarded to Emma Armstrong
Recognising best performance in Media,
Culture and Technology
Supported by Ms Marie Robertson

The Marie Robertson Prize
awarded to Timothy Waters
Recognising best performance in Music Studies
Supported by Ms Marie Robertson

The Richard Madelaine Prize
jointly awarded to Kathleen Davidson and Clarice Leong
Recognising best performance in English Honours
Supported by The English Association Sydney
The NSW Vietnamese-Australian Community Prize
awarded to Thomas Boak
Recognising best performance in the
Bachelor of International Studies
Supported by The Vietnamese Community in Australia (NSW Chapter)

The RM Gascoigne Prize
awarded to Rebecca Bunting
Recognising best performance in History
Presented by Mrs Elizabeth Rosa

The School of Humanities and Languages Prize for Environmental Humanities
awarded to James Spencer
Recognising best performance in Environmental Humanities
Supported by Mr Greg Ashton

The Frank Crowley Prize
awarded to Caitlin Grainger
Recognising best performance in Australian Studies

The Douglas McCallum Prize
awarded to Maximus Jones
Recognising best performance in Philosophy
Supported by Mr Michael Easson AM

The Dorothy Allison-Furhagen Prize
awarded to Paris Donnelly
Recognising best performance in Women’s and Gender Studies
Supported by Ms Dorothy Allison-Furhagen

The German-Australian Chamber’s Goethe Prize
awarded to Amanda Tillmann
Recognising best performance in German Studies
Supported by The German-Australian Chamber of Industry and Commerce
The Sydney Korean Consul-General Prize
awarded to Mimi Yu
*Recognising best performance in Korean Studies*
Supported by The Korean Education Centre

The Australia-Japan Society of NSW Prize
awarded to Rebecca Dai
*Recognising best performance in Japanese Studies*
Supported by The Australia-Japan Society of NSW Inc.

The Chinese Community Council of Australia Prize
awarded to Silvia Sogari
*Recognising best performance in Chinese Studies*
Supported by The Chinese Community Council of Australia and AEC Education and Migration Centre

The Delfina Noriega Mata Prize
awarded to Alice Russo
*Recognising best performance in Spanish and Latin American Studies*
Supported by Mr Lester Mata

The Ian Black Prize
awarded to Michael Chi
*Recognising best performance in Asian Studies*
Presented by Dr Ian Black

The School of Humanities and Languages Prize for French Studies
awarded to Michelle Lawson
*Recognising best performance in French Studies*
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The Mar Prize
awarded to Andrew Garrett
Recognising best performance in Linguistics
Supported by Mr and Mrs John and Sophie Mar

STUDENT MEDIA AND
CREATIVE WORK PIECE – MY COUNTRY

Jelena Sinik
Recipient of the The School of the Arts and Media Prize
recognising best performance in the Bachelor of Media
(Screen and Sound)
The School of Social Sciences Prize
awarded to Danka Prodanovic
Recognising best performance in the Bachelor of Criminology and Criminal Justice
Supported by Professor Eileen Baldry

The Helen Sham-Ho Prize
awarded to Tahlia Trijbetz
Recognising best performance in the Bachelor of Social Work
Supported by The Honourable Helen Sham-Ho OAM

The Institute of Public Administration Prize
awarded to Emma Lees
Recognising best performance in the Bachelor of Social Research and Policy
Supported by the Institute of Public Administration Australia (IPAA) NSW

The Sol Encel Prize
awarded to Ida Ioannoumarsh
Recognising best performance in Sociology and Anthropology
Supported by Mr John Daniel Encel

The Pamela Anne Yensch Prize
awarded to Jessica Margaret Russ-Smith
For the best performance in Social Work by an Indigenous Student
Supported by Mr Colin Jones

The School of Social Sciences Prize
awarded to Rebecca De Weerd
Recognising best performance in Criminology

The Donald Horne Prize
awarded to Carol Hoang
Recognising best performance in Politics
Supported by Mr Michael Easson AM
The Owen Harries Prize
awarded to Mark Watts
Recognising best performance in International Relations
Supported by Mr Michael Easson AM

The Kamal Bamadhaj Memorial Prize
awarded to Harriet Radford
Recognising best performance in Development Studies
Supported by Emeritus Professor Clive Kessler and
Ms Yvonne Langley-Walsh
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
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The School of Education Prize
awarded to Jiwon Kee
Recognising best performance in the
Bachelor of Science / Bachelor of Education

The School of Education Prize
awarded to Lindsay Loke
Recognising best performance in the
Bachelor of Arts / Bachelor of Education

The School of Education Prize
awarded to Rachel Shead
Recognising best performance in the
Bachelor of Music / Bachelor of Education

MUSICAL INTERLUDE

Terrence Harris
Recipient of the The Julian and June Russell Prize
recognising best performance in the Bachelor of Music
Performing Chopin Waltz – Op. 34 No. 1.
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Esme Woods Award
awarded to Sophie Hackett
For a high achieving student commencing study in a program at UNSW Arts & Social Sciences

Esme Woods Award
awarded to Rachael Bayliss-Chan
For a high achieving student commencing study in a program at UNSW Arts & Social Sciences

Norman Hardy Scholarship
awarded to Brian Ee
For a high achieving student commencing study in a program at UNSW Arts & Social Sciences

Norman Hardy Scholarship
awarded to Dah Young Lee
For a high achieving student commencing study in a program at UNSW Arts & Social Sciences

David McDowell Award
awarded to Jasmine Mahar
For a high achieving student from a regional area commencing study in a program at UNSW Arts & Social Sciences

David McDowell Award
awarded to Jessica Harris
For a high achieving student from a regional area commencing study in a program at UNSW Arts & Social Sciences

Explorer Award
awarded to Eden Gillespie
For a high achieving student commencing study in a program at UNSW Arts & Social Sciences who has demonstrated significant engagement with critical social issues
Chris Mumbulla and Supporters Indigenous Scholarship
awarded to Caitlin Trindall
For a high achieving Indigenous Australian or Torres Strait Islanders
student commencing studies in the performing arts
Supported by Ms Chris Mumbulla

SCHOOL OF THE ARTS AND MEDIA
DEPUTY HEAD OF SCHOOL – LEARNING AND TEACHING, DR MICHELLE LANGFORD

Richard Munz Award in Music
awarded to Marianne Daher
For a high achieving student commencing the Bachelor of Music
Supported by Dr Katrin Munz

STGA Undergraduate Award in Dance
awarded to Sabrina Muszynski
For a high achieving student commencing Dance Studies
Supported by St George Student’s Association

Malcolm Cole Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
Performing Arts Scholarship
awarded to Vanessa Turnbull
For a high achieving student commencing Performing Arts Studies
Emeritus Professor William Gordon Rimmer Award
awarded to Elizabeth Burrell
For a high achieving student commencing Honours in History
Supported by Ms Sheila Rimmer AM

Mitsui Matsushima Australia Japanese Studies Award
awarded to Erin Prince
For a high achieving student commencing Japanese Studies
Supported by Mitsui Matsushima Australia

Mitsui Matsushima Australia Japanese Studies Award
awarded to Holly Huynh
For a high achieving student commencing Japanese Studies
Supported by Mitsui Matsushima Australia

Mitsui Matsushima Australia Japanese Studies Award
awarded to Karen Baraoidan
For a high achieving student commencing Japanese Studies
Supported by Mitsui Matsushima Australia

Judith Robinson-Valery Honours Award in Languages
awarded to Hayden Blain
For a high achieving student commencing Honours in Languages
Supported by Ms Judith Robinson-Valery

Mitchell History Award
awarded to Alexandra Neave
For a high achieving student commencing History Studies

Interpreting and Translation Excellence Scholarship
awarded to Sebastien Clevy
For a high achieving student commencing the Master Program of Translation and Interpreting

Choonpa Honours Scholarship in Korean Studies
awarded to Pola Hwang
For a high achieving student studying an Honours program in Korean Studies
Supported by Choonpa Scholarship Inc.
Brenda Smith Scholarship in Social Work
awarded to Katherine McNamara
For a high achieving student commencing the
Bachelor of Social Work

Elizabeth C. Ainsworth Award
awarded to Deborah Ouyang
For a high achieving student studying the
Bachelor of Social Work
Supported by Mr Geoffrey Ainsworth AM

Pat Hall Ingrey and Zappia Award
in International Relations
awarded to Mirren McGuire
For a high achieving student commencing
International Relations

Undergraduate Social Work Award
awarded to Bronte Raubinger
For a high achieving student studying the
Bachelor of Social Work

Undergraduate Social Work Award
awarded to Jennifer Norton
For a high achieving student studying the
Bachelor of Social Work

Undergraduate Social Work Award
awarded to Deborah Ouyang
For a high achieving student studying the
Bachelor of Social Work

Undergraduate Social Work Award
awarded to Clement Ngai
For a high achieving student studying the
Bachelor of Social Work
Alumni Education Award
awarded to Caitlin Duggan
For a high achieving student commencing the Bachelor of Education

Alumni Education Award
awarded to Alexandra Neave
For a high achieving student commencing the Bachelor of Education

Honours Award in Education
awarded to Alicia Hiew
For a high achieving student commencing Honours in Education

STGA Postgraduate Award in Education
awarded to Helena Granziera
For a high achieving student commencing postgraduate study in Education
Supported by St George Student’s Association

Undergraduate Award in Education
awarded to Amelia Budiawan
For a high achieving student commencing the Bachelor of Education

Undergraduate Award in Education
awarded to Riya Jude
For a high achieving student commencing the Bachelor of Education

Undergraduate Award in Education
awarded to Yuan Luo
For a high achieving student commencing the Bachelor of Education